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View in facing-page 
 format if possible. 

 
Even-numbered pages on the left,  

odd-numbered on the right. 
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We die we die we die 
 
  All there is to say 
 
    – George Oppen, first “Pipe-Stem Daybook” 

 
  



Dumuzi. 3. 

 

AT LEAF 
 
A son of my  
first mind, was 
at leaf, wind on 
raw skin, fist  
of one thirst 
upthrust. 
      Roars 
snowmelt where 
hemlocks over- 
hanging shiver 
motherlove. 
     Sur- 
round of what  
no one had 
made, made 
of what no  
surround  
had. 
 



Dumuzi. 4. 

 

DUMUZI 
 
Let no state be 
enemy. Wet, dry, agon. 
Work an inmost first 
flower mutedly. 
 
Wind blows light about 
the life (hemlocks) from 
which art is not apart 
 
nor of a part. What a  
rock thought to do 
was rain and it 
rained.  
 
Deer come 
out of th 
hill. 
 



Dumuzi. 5. 

 

HIS SPACES 
 
Hardness is 
at ease as rain  
is. What is 
  
I that is  
a thinking 
thing and not 
 
a thing  
it has to do  
with. What a  
 
semicolon is 
for barbed wire 
is too for. Blue 
bells divide 
 
in the mind of 
the hand of the 
mind of god 
and so 
on. 
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(T)ERROR 
 
One could open 
any of them up. 
 
It does not injure, 
a wandering knife, 
earsight is insight, 
that voice is its. 
 
Pieces are peaces. 
Leaves in the birds 
in the near trees. One 
just hit the wind 
 
ow and flew off. You  
are where you are. 
Stupid, but 
true. 
 
  



Dumuzi. 7. 

 

WHITE TEETH 
 
With how  
white a grief 
they’d have broke 
through 
 
his bed had 
they known at 
all of all of 
its bad. 
 
I think I 
said he had  
me go down on 
him. Are you 
 
sure. I guess I 
won’t know for 
sure. I guess not 
she said. 
 
It was never 
about me. I am a 
bout me now 
unevenly. 
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[small innominate masses “guarding” partially fused bilaterally serrated fin] 
O [hermetic forms] 
O[ut?] [illegible] 
[illegible] 
[illegible] Sumer, Dumuzi 
[illegible]               [illegible] 
[illegible] Sumer, [illegible] 
[illegible]  
[illegible] of Sumer, D[um]uzi 
[illegible] 
O [illegible] 
[illegible] 
O [illegible] 
god of the [illegible] 
            [illegible] 
god of the [illegible] [t?]he 
        [illegible] 
god [illegible] 
[illegible] green [illegible] 
[illegible] 
new gr[een] [illegible] 
[illegible] [bro]ken 
new [illegible] 
[illegible] down broken 
[illegible] [bro]ken 
drawn down [illegible] 
[illegible] 
Flees [illegible] 
[illegible] 
his sis she 
[illegible] 
his [illegible] 
[illegible] his dream 
reads [illegible] 
[illegible] don’t 
[illegible]  
[illegible] 
tell me [that?] 
[illegible] no 
[illegible] •          •	
not [that?] dream . 
not that  •    •          • 
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A LOUD WATER 
 
Who wants to wake the dead?          The hero.  
Have other sorts of rest worked out?          For the dead, no. 
Must he be at war with the road?          Mares race in those veins. 
Ought he be so loud?          It’s theatre, sire. 
 
Do a few water reveal me?          Rise, sire. 
May I touch the fallen?          Sire, rise. 
He’s ours, right? 
It’s our turn?          It is.  
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A MAP IN THE BRUSH 
 
Should we bring the car. 
Have the lake been coloured in. 
Are we a road we ought not rest on. 
Must rails away from one touch on whim. 
Want to be in say a crazy fun rise and turn. 
How does the shrub in one do a berry. 
May I have the map no why no.  



Dumuzi. 12. 

 

ATONEMENT 
 
What of irises, or 
that I’m not 
a not for 
now. 
 
He came 
back nakedly.  
Oh no, no no  
I said 
 
you’re dead. You  
can’t sorry for that 
ever now you  
prick. Let  
 
me, for you and  
you, go. At one meant 
not less than all to 
be of this 
 
utterable 
catastrophe. O 
stay pretty green 
grass go. 
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PASTORAL 
 
 Shakily 
out under cedar 
in space and the green 
 space and green 
redcedar 
     out of 
 
 sunblack 
cedar grown 
      of 
 earth earth 
of cedar grown of 
 sunblack 
 
 a father 
loves to know hollow 
noons of 
    a mother 
 knows to let 
high white 
bells as 
 
 inner men 
and woman crying 
      inner 
man and women 
laughing 
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[blank rectilinear band] 
[full rectilinear rupture] 
[empty expanse, unusually broad] 
• ᱾ ᱿ [numeric forms?] 
[ovoid and parenthetical forms] 
[prior line w/ minimal elaboration] 
[prior line w/ considerable retrenchment] 
[prior line w/ spontaneous departures] 
I stroll w/ him 
                   [illegible] 
[2 illegible] 
sings among the 
[2 illegible] 
sings a[mong] [illegible] 
[illegible] trees 
s[ings?] [illegible] 
[illegible] 
+ stand w/ 
[illegible] 
[him?] among 
[illegible] 
the fall[en?] 
[3 illegible] 
trees—. 
o [medial terminal cypher] 
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LASCAUX 
 
The work- 
er edges his 
second  
 
first 
book of  
join and fly- 
 
blown. Wood- 
pecker ap- 
ple tree 
 
soot. Ode is 
I love that  
you are. 
 
O wed. 
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ORCHARD 
 
green  pear  plum  rose  fawn  sinew  root 
 
crocus  wheat  gate  sun   wren  seed  ash 
 
clay  lichen  twig  moss  belly  mouth  flame 
 
berry  mouth  rain   cup  blood  root  shudder 
 
dust  stake  sweat  tooth  breast  palm  bowl 
 . . . . . . 
cream pollen apple  : gate mouth   : linen  pearl 
 : . . . . :  
gala  stone  limb  queen  eye   gold  king 
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And a 
 
boy with Ebola  
in Monrovia 
 
too weak to  
get a shirt given him all 
the way on 
 
the shore a 
crowd watching him low 
cloud heartbr 
 
king the jour 
ist said days 
 
I hate words 
Days I shitsmash things  



Dumuzi. 19. 

 

AGORA  
 
green the broken mud 
  cor ne edito 
 a green wreath to the sun 
 
Amphorae heavy with oil 
 glass jars bright with sweet jellies 
dark, flour-dusted rounds, cakes glazed with egg 
crushed olives, the green oil runs and drips 
 ær his tide gegang          to tweon weorðeþ 
malachite ground on slate for green eye-paint 
 
weight of barley in silver 
  & barter of slaves for a sweet filling 
a string of green stones against a collarbone 
soot and burnt almond shell 
           black eye-paint 
 adl oþþe ieldu        oþþe ecg hete 
hid my head in stars ruined by dawn but one 
 
  * 
 
thin sheath out of hell’s core 
eggs and olives in a honeyed wine 
  pigs roast in their own juices 
les faulx trésors, le grain, le blé, le sang 
les os qui la terre arée des pouvres gens 
 green sheath out of hell’s core 
 
bowers twined in anise, for Adonis 
non omnis moriar          or will it 
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[hermetic forms] 
[full rupture with moderate bilateral serration] 
[hermetic & zoomorphic forms] 
[small interstitial tears, cruciform & innominate] 
K so fire [g]one out in 
[illegible] 
K so fire gone [out] in 
[illegible] 
    [illegible] 
K so [illegible] 
yr hearth’s deso 
[illegible] 
 
     [illegible]  
K so fire gone out in 
[illegible] 
[illegible] 
yr hearth’s deso 
[illegible] 
 
yr hearth’s deso 
[lation? of? in? to?] yr green 
[2 illegible] 
field she [says?] 
Rushes high thick 
[illegible] 
round you’s galla 
[2 illegible] 
says[.] [H]igh tall 
firs thick [illegible] 
[illegible] 
firs [illegible] 
[illegible] thick [illegible] 
[2 illegible] 
ro[und?] [illegible] 
says [illegible] 
firs thick [illegible] 
[2 illegible] 
you’s galla too 
[2 illegible] 
says. Run says.  
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Rain in nature is never one 
 
Watching it 
I can feel myself go down  
as rain 
 
The little spring-back of a grass leaf an 
liquid spring of a buck walking Not on 
 
hand touching my face Oh sweetheart no 
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I 
 
thought I  
should die 
 
What I thought 
wrong was not wrong, right 
not right 
 
They came in grace to us 
across a grass bowl to us 
 
to pour 
into them from the forms 
we carried all our 
 
words for  
Afraid  
 
I’m afraid 
 
It all 
happens cry they in the world 
As birds
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BLUE MOUNTAINS WALKING 
 

1 
 
Not  
to know in what way 
not to  
go. 
 
Hit by  
words a hart of 
wyrds hid in 
wards.  
 
2 
 
Heavy 
small footfall 
of archangel on a  
stair. 
 
As if 
to be hit were just for that, 
to deserve it. 
 
3 
 
As to  
history, whirl 
igig, no truth in it just 
wound.  
 
Wind has her as trees in its teeth. 
Dread pours down on the scene. 
 
4 
 
Could  
you find anyone anywhere 
deserved it no. 
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Saw you with eyes of the all- 
body then, beaten, unbeaten. 
 
5 
 
I’d been curious awhile how 
it’d come to us, 
but this? 
 
Rain on rain 
come over shining smashed 
up distances from  
 
some core of care to cry 
 
no to that 
that 
insults your quote soul. 
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FAST 
 
Ingather, outgoingly. 
 
A black sun, sharp note 
in alders a wind breaks, 
 
out of live branches out of earth, 
ditch sedges, a yellow mimulus. 
 
Skins are skies but wider. 
 
Interiority, translucently; 
deer eating from a fire—. 
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[hermetic forms] 
[full rupture with pronounced dextral serration bilaterally] 
[prior hermetic forms waxing modestly] 
[sinistral rupture with adventitious junction & dextral interstitial tearing] 
Clay [day?] to eat, + dust 
[illegible] 
to drink, they [see] 
[illegible] 
 
to drink, they see 
no light, + live in 
[2 illegible] 
darkness, wearing 
[illegible] 
darkness, wearing 
[2 illegible] 
wings, dread feathers, 
[2 illegible] 
+ over door 
 
[4 illegible] 
+ over door 
[illegible] 
+ bolt [illegible] 
[illegible] dis 
[illegible] 
[illegible] dis 
[illegible] 
[illegible] dis 
[illegible] 
dust lies undis 
[illegible—hemistich] 
[illegible] 
[turbed?] [hieratic head] ! 
nois     [spurious? hemistich] 
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THOU 
 
How Eve was egret first. 
 
How grasses and the sheen I am. 
 
How dawn reified the change move. 
 
Eyes and how the seen seems. 
 
Art thou ange. 



Dumuzi. 31. 

 

DAWNS 
 
Is to suffer to be nature? 
When a long thin man scares the child, yes. 
 
Sand on the wind. 
Rents in the nerve-awning. 
 
Child terrifies the it-mind. 
Dawns how I know that. 
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A 
thorn of bright pain in 
cross-section 
 
Fighting spirit 
your mother drew far away to kill you in me 
No blame  
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SPRING SNOW 
 
  emotion is an organizer of forms 
    – E.P. via L.Z. 
 
Family the root form— 
 
and beautiful the forms, 
beauty of the formless— 
 
snow falling on fallen snow 
most human hours. 
 
Come to, snow on snow, there 
 
should only be kindnesses, and spring’s 
an idiot, sweet particolour come 
 
to marry the snow; 
to wed to snow 
the small new 
 
grass, the grasses. 
Beautiful ministry, 
 
my eyes are not, as  
a world is, so clear. 
 
Years describing it—as if I were 
not part of—the snow; the error. 
 
Always alone, never alone, one world. 
 
Often it’s what saves them, and me 
some, all at once the street trees 
 
showering aftersnow, 
visible how the world touches us— 
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NOTES ON THE EXCAVATION 
 
Out of Sumer, Dumuzi, fertility deity, crushed king. One of a vexed twosome. He 
and lover-friend Inanna, she of increase, longstanding marital issues keep send-
ing them, one then the other, to their underworld. 
 
That’s the kur, a zone of heaped dust, darkness, lethargy. The galla are demons 
from it who travel with Inanna, after she’s freed from there, to find someone to 
take her place. She chooses her lovely arrogant abject D, and game afoot. 
 
Most helpful have been: Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth: Her Stories and Hymns 
from Sumer, by Diane Wolkstein and Samuel Noah Kramer; The Ancient Near East: 
An Anthology of Texts and Pictures, James B. Pritchard editor. 
 
“Agora.” The Latin: “eat not the heart”; “not all of me will die.” The Old English, 
from “The Seafarer”: “before his time’s done, [one of these] throws all in doubt, / 
illness or old age or edge-rage” (swordplay). The Middle French: “false treasures, 
grain, wheat, blood, / the bones that plough the earth of the poor.”  
 
O [Sumer] and its like are made by threshing my handwriting on a photocopier. 
 
“A Loud Water” and many with like sound and feel are composed by erasure of 
transcripts of my dreams and other journal writings. 
 
“Terror of the tall trees” and its ilk are made by junk mail bricolage. 
 
“Blue Mountains Walking.” The title is a phrase is from Eihei Dōgen’s “Moun-
tains and Waters Sutra.” 
 
“Spring Snow.” The last line is taken from Merleau-Ponty, on Cézanne.  
 
 


